
Most retailers fail to account for the positive and negative weather impacts that are embedded in  
the prior year’s sales, and as a result, end up unintentionally planning for weather to repeat. The 
problem is that the weather and its sales impacts are rarely the same from one year to the next 
(repeating only about 15% of the time). This all too common oversight adds significant “hidden” 
error to forecasting and planning processes, perpetuating operational inefficiencies and avoidable,  
margin-eroding costs. 

Planalytics’ Merchandising Module calculates Weather-Driven Demand (WDD)* for product or 
category sales by week and by market. These lower-level analytics enable retailers to precisely measure 
weather impacts across their range of products and bring substantial forecast accuracy improvements.  
By systematically removing the “weather noise” in their merchandising processes, retailers are able  
to reduce lost sales and inventory carrrying costs and return 20 to 80 basis points to their bottom 
line annually.

Business Weather Intelligence for Merchandising
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Planning

Retailers use WDDs to identify how much 
weather will impact demand for specific 
products by time and location. This process 
“deweatherizes” LY sales, providing an 
improved planning baseline that has been 
cleansed of weather-based sales anomalies.

Allocation

WDD analytics help retailers optimize 
allocation decisions by identifying what regions 
or markets are likely to have stronger/weaker 
seasons, earlier/later sales peaks, etc.  

WEATHERIZATION 

The Merchandising Module
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*Weather-Driven Demand: A measurement that quantifies how much the weather alone increases or decreases demand by units or percent.

Forecast accuracy improvements of 2-6% are common  

across a retailer’s total business. Highly weather-sensitive  

categories can see accuracy gains of 20% or more.



The Merchandising Module

Weather-Driven Demand   ________________________________________________________
Weather-Driven Demand (WDD) quantifies demand increases or decreases caused by changes in the weather and    
is expressed as a percent or unit change.  
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Deweatherization

Weather-Driven Demand is used to remove 
weather-based distortions from historical sales. 
The “deweatherization” process provides 
retailers with a cleaner, weather-neutral 
baseline for planning. The upward and 
downward WDD adjustments are directionally 
accurate over 80% of the time, offering a vast 
improvement over plans that are based off 
last year’s unadjusted sales. Deweatherization 
typically enhances plan accuracy 2-6% with 
larger (over 20%) improvements for highly 
sensitive categories. 

Integration

Retailers maximize Weatherization benefits by integrating Weather-Driven Demand analytics into their existing Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP), data warehouse, or specific solutions for merchandising, demand forecasting, or reporting. 
Integrating WDDs is relatively seamless since the analytics are executed from the bottom up and are based on the 
retailer’s geographies, calendars, departments, product classifications, etc.

Weather Impact Modeling

Cloud-Based Analytics 
Planalytics leverages the cloud to analyze multiple years of point-
of-sale (POS) data with corresponding weather data by product,  
market, and time period.  

Isolate Weather’s Influence 
Multiple analysis techniques are applied to identify seasonal, trend, 
and residual elements in sales performance curves. Additional 
business information such as Average Unit Retail or promotional 
calendars are incorporated to further refine the model, isolate 
weather’s impact, and calculate weather-demand correlations. 

Weather Sensitivity & Weather Drivers 
The weather impact modeling process measures “Weather 
Sensitivity” (the percent of total product sales impacted by the 
weather at any given time/location intersection) and exposes 
“Weather Drivers” (the specific conditions – warm and dry 
combination, snow, etc. – that generate demand responses for a 
product at any given time/location intersection).

Weather’s impacts are “baked 
into” last year’s sale curve.

Remove last year’s weather 
impacts with deweatherization.

IMPROVE PLAN ACCURACY


